
ABSTRACTS (3 pages) 

Overview: As part of Mayo Clinic Convergence Neuroscience, all submitted abstracts will be shared via 
selected electronic poster (ePoster) at the meeting. Submitted abstracts may include converged science 
projects involving laboratory teams or transdisciplinary teams (clinical or basic science, biomedical and/or 
computer science, or engineering research with integrated team with work in design chemical, physical, 
mechanical,, electrical or biomedical realms). Posters will be peer-reviewed and accepted abstract 
recipients. The submission deadline for abstracts is Monday, October 9, 2017. At least one of the authors 
must register and attend the conference. 

Abstract Eligibility: All abstracts will be reviewed based on their merit by a peer-reviewed process for 
acceptance at the course.  The type of abstracts reviewed will include the following below: 

1.) National Academies of Science and Medicine themed convergence topics including: 
a. Basic and Translational science teams. This includes basic laboratory and clinical or surgical

teams working on discovery.
i. For example: biomedical engineering needed for device creation for operative surgery,

or molecule creation for new drug therapy with chemists, biochemists etc).
ii. Another example is neural engineering and spinal cord injury, or creation of organ

specific biomedical devices or compounds, or
b. “Convergence challenges” are gaps in scientific knowledge that calls for a converged science

solution invoking other disciplines for ideas.
i. Convergence toward creation of unique compounds, materials, software, systems or

devices that accelerate other industries such as agriculture, clean energy (e.g., solar),
clean water for developing countries and water systems, technology/computing, or
application of existing technology in new forms that advances an industry such as use
of machine learning/deep learning,

ii. “Design challenges” represent an idea which will be presented and Q&A from
audience members to suggest ‘converged solutions’ or scientific teams to solve the
knowledge gap.

2.) NSF  Convergence Concept and categories: 
 Harnessing Big Data Revolution for 21st Century Science and Engineering
 Navigating the New Arctic
 The Quantum Leap: Leading the Next Quantum Revolution and Nanomedicine

and nanoscience
 Work at the Human-Technology Frontier: Shaping the Future and Mobile Health,

Digital Health
 Precision Medicine: NSF’s Another Big Idea, Understanding the Rules of Life:

Predicting Phenotype, is actively promoting
 Convergence research through other mechanisms.

Deadline: Abstract submission deadline is Monday, October 9, 2017.

Notification of Results: All primary authors will be notified as soon as one week from 
submission and no later than Monday, October 13, 2017 if their submission has been selected for 
the poster session, and details regarding poster set-up will follow. 

Inquiries: For further information, contact Denise Klarich/  flacmeabstracts@mayo.edu 
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Abstract Form 

Mayo Clinic Convergence Neuroscience 
October 24‐25th 2017 

Please type  the following information. Duplicate this form for multiple abstract submissions. 

Name of Primary Author 

Institutional Affiliation   Credentials 

Address  

City    State     Zip 

Telephone (   )     Email Address 

This email address will be used for acceptance notification. 

Abstract Format Instructions: 

1. Type abstract in the area provided below.

2. Type all abstracts in English.

3. Use 10‐point Times New Roman font.

4. Type single‐spaced.

5. Abstract format should be in the following format‐‐ first line Title, second line authors 

and affiliations, and subsequent lines as follows:

a. Introduction/Hypothesis:

b. Methods (e.g case series, trial or case report)

c. Results:

d. Conclusion:

6. Send as an e‐mail attachment to:  flacmeabstracts@mayo.edu

7. Sign and date the Transfer of Copyright form.

8. The deadline for submission of abstracts is October 9, 2017

TYPE ABSTRACT HERE (250 Word Limit, Can be typed in a separate Word document): 



Transfer of Copyright 
for online Publication 

I agree to share my abstract /ePoster submission as submitted and transfer copyright  as applicable to 
Mayo Clinic Convergence Neuroscience and Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research.  
Individual selected presentations will be done verbally will not be reproduced without permission of the 
authors. This allows only sharing of the short 300word abstract with the attendees and Mayo Clinic 
permission to do so with this audience.  Any sharing of data or abstract from the authors otherwise is at 
the discretion of the authors separately. 

By signing this agreement, I certify that the work contained in this submission is original to me or that I 
have obtained permission for any portion borrowed from previously published material. I understand 
that written confirmation of permission to reuse previously published material should be submitted with 
the work. 

My signature also indicates the understanding that I am responsible for obtaining permission required for 
identifiable persons pictured in illustrations and that signed declarations of permission should be 
submitted with the work. 

I understand that I may reuse my work without fee by requesting permission from Mayo Foundation for 
Medical Education and Research, provided I indicate its original use and its copyright status in a credit 
line. 

Permission requests to reuse my work submitted to Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research should be directed to: 

Permissions 
Scientific Publications 
Mayo Clinic 
200 First Street SW 
Rochester, MN 55905 

I attest that the completed information is accurate. 

Printed Name:  

Signature:  

Date:   
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